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The Heart Bleeds
the heart bleeds
the days sigh
through the long rough nights
hoping against hope
for the peace of early motherhood
summer has gone
fall closes in with lower degrees
and random splashes of color
it is a day when the spirit
of things reveals
rough edges smoothed out
oh nature
oh earth and sea
embrace us
save

us

from ourselves

our faltering ways
the lost dreams gone
stocks bottomed and out
we hail the world
and think peace
Bern Porter
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From SO FAR, by Bern Porter
2001, Roger Jackson, Publisher

be God.

Is Reality a Dirty Word?
Dear Friends of

by Martin Gardner

Reality--

Every now and then I reread this provocative
essay on realism by Martin
antidote
I have

to too

Gardner as an

quantum thinking.

yet to read an article that argues for

antirealism as
as

much

clearly and straightforwardly

Gardner boldly defends realism

Nick Herbert
==============================================================

IS REALITY A DIRTY WORD?
By Martin Gardner
Reprinted from American Journal of Physics
Volume

57

1989

March

page

203

Every now and then a philosopher is smitten with incredible

hubris.

the measure of all things" was how Protagoras vaguely put it.

"Man is

For some

metaphysicians, mostly in Germany, hubris mounted to such heights that they
imagined the very existence of the universe depended on human minds.

Only

our shifting perceptions are real. If we cease to exist, presumably the
universe would dissolve into structureless fog,

perhaps cease to

exist

altogether, perhaps never to have existed. Laws of science and mathematics,
the structures of fields and their particles, are not

"out there." They are

free creations of the human spirit.
Instead of seeing our brains as feeble, short-lived ensembles of atoms
dancing to universal rules, this curious view sees our brains as actually
inventing physical laws-in a sense, constructing the universe.
Thomson did not discover the electron. He invented

J.

it. Einstein

discover the laws of relativity, he fabricated them.

The

fact

J.

did

that

not
such

fabrications are so successful in explaining past observations and
predicting future ones strikes a cultural solipsist
magic.

as uncanny, inscrutable

"The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics" was the title of

Eugene Wigner's best-known essay.
Now there is nothing unusual about philosophers holding such opinions
because no view is so bizarre that some metaphysician hasn't
The astonishing thing is that in recent years a few
abandoned the realism of Newton and
is to refute the
physicist Paul
Delusions".

Einstein.

working

"The purpose

fallacy that reality exists outside

Davies in his contribution to "The

The theme of

astrophysicist

Bruce

defended it.
physicists have

of this

of us,"

writes

Encyclopedia

Gregory's

article
British

of

"Inventing

Reality:

Physics as a Language" is accurately described on the books flap:
"Physicists do

not discover THE physical world, they invent A physical

worldSas the poet Muriel Rukeyser puts it 'The universe is made of stories,
not of atoms.'"
For decades, John Wheeler has been telling us that sentient life
nowhere in the universe except on little old Earth;

exists

that if the universe

had not been structured so as to allow itself to be observed by us,
would have only

the palest sort of reality. "Quantum mechanics,"

asserts, "§demolishes the view that

the universe exists

Wilczek, reviewing a recent book honoring Wheeler

1988)

diplomatically corranents on this remark:

out there."

(Science,

28

another

source,

Frank

October

"The importance of Wheeler's

technical contributions to physics gives his statements a weight
corning from

it

he

they would not have."

that,

It is a short step from Wheeler's social solipsism to the notion that
science is not a progressively better understanding of eternal laws, but a
cultural creation like music and art. Competing scientific theories are
"in�ommensurable,"

varying from place to place and time to time like
You can no more say one is true and·the others false

fashions in clothes.

than you can say that one nation's traffic laws are superior to those of
It is a view held mainly by social scientists, unable to escape

another.

from cultural relativism, who look for support to historian Thomas Kuhn and
Feyerabend.

philosopher Paul

Physicists influenced by New Age nonsense, and by what they fancy certain
Eastern religions say, find the strongest support for antirealism in the
"measurement problem" of quantum mechanics. A particle's property seems not

to be out there until the particle interacts with a measuring apparatus
that collapses its wave packet and allows the property to become
"definite. " Because all material things, including measuring devices, are

ensembles of particles, it seems to follow that they too are not there
until some one

observes

them.

"To be is to be perceived," said George Berkeley, but the canny Irish
bishop generously restored the external world by allowing God to observe
it. Cultural solipsists, unwilling to call on God, are left with what

Wheeler calls a "participatory universe"-one whose reality depends on our
cooperation in experiencing it.
Does it follow from the fact that an electron is not there until observed
is not there until observed? It does not. There is
nothing new about the fact that many things that seem to be out there are

that the universe
not.

The image in a mirror is not behind the mirror, as baby chimps
No two persons in front of a looking glass see the same

suppose.

reflection. A mirror does not look like anything in an empty room. It does
not follow that a well-defined structure of room, mirror, and bouncing
light rays is not there. A rainbow is observer dependent. No two people see
the same bow. No arc of colors is out there. It does not follow that a

well-defined structure of Sun, sunlight, and raindrops is not there.
Moreover, neither rainbow nor mirror images require human observation.
Unmanned cameras photograph them admirably.

It is true that an electron is somehow-no one knows exactly how-not there
until measured even though the measurer can be mindless. It does not follow
that the macroscopic records of measuring instruments are not there, as

Wigner and some parapsychologists maintain, until a human mind sees them.
It does not follow that quantum fields, interacting in enormously complex
ways, are not there.
your brain, it

does not follow that the tree and the compression waves are

inside your brain.
problem.

Quantum mechanics raises not a single fresh metaphysical

It has nothing to

whether the
would go

Because the sound of a falling tree is a sensation in

say about such ancient unanswerable questions as

universe was created or exploded all by itself, whether it

on running if all minds vanished, or why quantum fields exist

rather than nothing.
If you are compelled to think, for emotional reasons or because some guru
said so, that you are essential to the universe, that the Moon would not be
there without minds to see it
you are welcome to

(the mind of a mouse?

such self-centered insanity.

Einstein liked to ask),

Don't imagine that it

follows from quantum mechanics.
Realism is not a dirty word. If you wonder why all scientists,
philosophers, and ordinary people, with rare exceptions, have been and are
unabashed realists, let me tell. you why.
more overwhelmingly confirmed.

No scientific conjecture has been

No hypothesis offers a simpler explanation

of why the Andromeda galaxy spirals in every photograph, why all electrons
are identical, why the laws of physics are the same in Tokyo as in London
or on Mars, why they were there before life evolved and will be there if
all life perishes, why all persons can close their eyes and feel
corners, six
the same when

eight

faces, and twelve edges on a cube, and why your bedroom looks
you wake up in the morning.
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Simplicity

Ted Kaczynski, with the threat of violence. In

Currt

fact, it is neither a naive illusion, nor a nostal

gic delusion, but an enduring tradition of re
sistance to mindless mechanization, whether
it is of means of production or social organi
zation or ways of thinking.
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Simplicity

human relationships, the work of the hand,

Luddites

and the disorderly and unpredictable nature of

selecting. There is nol

reality, as opposed to a mechanistic or
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materiality.
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writers and thinkers such as Jerry Man
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ophy and literature

more than we bargained for, leaving be

We have both new a
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a growing selection
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editions. Our book

to technology is a thread that winds
through the writings of the Southern
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Agrarians and the novels of such diverse
authors as Wallace Stegner, E.M.
Forester, and John Fowles. It appears in
the work of such recent cult figures as

ded readers

Robert Pirsig and Edward Abbey.
Modern poets from Robinson Jeffers

lader� Ecopsychology(*The

New Organic

Grower

Luddites, or neo-Luddites, if you prefer,
, at it cherishes the

carefully evaluate what conrributes

.h

to the considered life and what does not.

we

attempt to

. tour peril.

They do so to the degree they find
personally appropriate. We must think
about t!1e "encompassing technocratic,

logy
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and Gary Snyder to W.S. Merwin ex
press their anger at the technological
juggernaut that rampages across the
landscape. Environmentalism has its
roots in resistance to this same ruthless
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manipulative worlJ that we have

ture - a sentiment that has its beginning

established," writes Thomas Berry in The

in the writings of John Muir and Aldo

nnie Dillard
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Dream of the Earth. "We must not over

Leopold and evolves into the deep

romantici:c.e primitivism... yet when we

ecology of Ame Naess.

nt

witness the devastation we have wrought on

Issues

this lovely continent, and even throughout
the planet, and consider what we are now
doing, we must ref1ect." Reflection is a
beginning. Action follows. The tools for
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both, we hope and believe, are here.
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1-800-747-9784 (Maine only)
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Advice to Writers
From: Brad Cooper <bcooper@spencertheater.com>
Subject Correspondence including memos
I've been noticing some of the things that are written here and
need to offer these rules to follow when writing anything.
**Avoid alliteration. A lways.
** Prepositions are not words to end sentences with.
**Avoid cliches like the plague. (They're old hat.)
**Parenthetical remarks (however relevant) are unnecessary.
**Contractions aren't necessary.
** Foreign words and phrases are not apropos.
**One should never generalize.
**Comparisons are

as

bad as cliches.

** Don't be red\mdant; don't use more words than necessary;
it's highly superfluous.
**Be more or less specific.
**One-word sentences? Eliminate.

K. Donithome

dribble
shoot
score
dribble
shoot
score

BOB-WHITE. Everyone knows the Bob-white by its call,
but these small quail, so well camouflaged in dead gras
and weeds, are hard to see. Their size, ruddy color, and
stubby appearance make Bob-whites easy to identify once
they are spotted. Hunters prize the bird as game. West-

Bernstein & Holtz

r..

Submitted by Carolyn Ch
ute
--

U.S. UNVEILS NEW·STRATEGY
TD PREVENT BID-TERRORISM:

20/20 Vision,
1828 Jefferson Place, NW, Washington DC 20036:

Dear

Yes, I support the campaign for strong international controls
on biological weapons.

J Please sen<;i me materials on joining your network of concerned dti.zens.
I I Here's my cont�ution to support your campaign:$ __
_
I

BERN PORTER INTERNATIONAL
50 Salmond Street, Belfast, MAINE; 04915 USA
Sheila Holtz & Natasha Bernstein
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